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Memphis, 09 December 2021                 European Office: Lausanne
    
Rodrigo ANGUITA FLORES 
President   
Federación Deportiva Chilena de Cheerleaders y Grupos de Animación (FEDECHEER) 
REPUBLIC OF CHILE  
 
Re: ICU Recognition - Federación Deportiva Chilena de Cheerleaders y Grupos de Animación (FEDECHEER) 
 
Dear President Anguita, dear Rodrigo:  
 
On behalf of the International Cheer Union (ICU), the IOC recognized World Governing Body of Cheerleading, please accept this 
letter as confirmation of the following: 
 
INTERNATIONAL CHEER UNION (ICU) hereby recognizes the FEDERACIÓN DEPORTIVA CHILENA DE CHEERLEADERS Y GRUPOS DE 
ANIMACIÓN (FEDECHEER) as ICU’s ONLY National Cheer Federation Member in representation of the Sport of Cheer and its 
disciplines for the REPUBLIC OF CHILE.    
 
As granted by the ICU General Assembly in April 2009, FEDECHEER holds the rights and privileges of ICU membership in the 
representation of the Republic of Chile with tremendous accomplishments achieved throughout FEDECHEER’s membership, and 
this has been in place within accordance of the ICU Statutes and under the conditions of FEDERCHEER’S continuous good standing. 
This honor and distinction include an ongoing commitment to the ICU ideals and principles which confirm the inclusive and positive 
advancement of our Sport in Chile and around the World.   
 
ICU continues to look forward to providing structure and safety, as well as balanced input and governance to assist the various 
stages of development in which cheerleading finds itself in many nations across the globe.   
 
We appreciate very much the contributions that FEDECHEER has made to the development of our Sport in Chile, and throughout 
the world. Congratulations on this ongoing achievement and commitment to the athletes we all serve, and we look forward to our 
continuance of working closely together on this exciting endeavor.   
 
Yours in Sport,  

 
Jeff Webb 
President  
International Cheer Union 
www.cheerunion.org 

International Cheer Union- The IOC Recognized World Governing Body for Cheerleading. 116 National Federation Members, A Proud Member or Partner of: 

       


